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Abstract—This paper is a review of the work recently developed by our group in some of the interest areas of the
Automated-Driven Systems (ADS). Results on visual control, path
and trajectory planning, perception (lidar and visual), and the
application of deep learning for both perception and control
are presented. These results are organized accordingly with a
taxonomy proposed to facilitate the comprehension of ADS.
Index Terms—Automated-Driven Systems, Visual perception,
CNN, Path planning, Trajectory generation, Visual control,
AutoMINY

I. I NTRODUCTION
Autonomous Vehicles (AV) are certainly a hot topic in
research and developments throughout the world. An AV has
to be capable of driving on its own without any human
intervention but to achieve autonomous operation of a vehicle
in urban situations with unpredictable traffic, several real time
systems must inter-operate, including environment perception,
localization, planning, and control.
For this reason, an AV must be equipped with a diversity
of sensors to perceive its surroundings ( cameras as well
as Lidars, and radars). High definition maps, and protocols
for computer vision, localization, sensor fusion, prediction,
planning, and controls are the accessories of this kind of
vehicles. Advanced and well-matured concepts of artificial
intelligence, machine learning, big-data handling and control
systems are the main support of the AV technology [1].
A fully autonomous car must be capable of making its own
choices, and mainly, would be self-aware. A fully automated
car, however, would follow orders and then drive itself. This
kind of SAE-Level 5 [2] car could go anywhere. A SelfDriving Car (SDC) can drive itself in some or even all
situations, but a human passenger must always be present
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and ready to take control, and it can move or travel only
in a restricted area. Self-driving cars would fall under SAELevel 3 (conditional driving automation) or SAE-Level 4 (high
driving automation). A more general term for SDC could be
Automated Driving Systems because it includes not only cars
but all kind of vehicles, and it is the term used by SAE. Then,
in this work we use the term Automated Driving Systems.
After this Introduction, Section II presents a proposed taxonomy to classify all the functions and systems encompassed in
an ADS with a brief explanation of each one of them. Section
III is devoted to present the work realized by our team with
the objective to develop all the needed modules to implement
a competitive ADS using the AutoMINY platform; moreover,
the obtained results are also presented. Finally, Section IV
presents the conclusions and future work.
II. AUTOMATED D RIVING S YSTEMS
The ADS need the integration of sophisticated perception
system to perceive its surroundings and a decision making
systems to move accordingly. The first one is devoted to
obtain both description of the environment situation and
some measurements (distances, angles, sizes) about objects,
including their corresponding detection and the relative poses
between them or between the vehicle and the detected objects.
While the decision making system is charged of complex tasks
from path and trajectory planning to driving on the road or
the streets respecting signalization, avoiding collisions with
static obstacles or other moving objects (vehicles, bicycles,
pedestrians, animals, etc.). In despite of the important variety
of hardware and software architectures implemented by big
car companies and the academic research groups it is possible
to determinate the generalities of the architectures used to
build this kind of complicated robotic systems that operate
in nondeterministic environments.

Fig. 1. ADS Architecture with Modular Decision Making System.
Including the Multi-Agent Option.
Fig. 3. Homography transformation to rectify the perspective distortion.

Fig. 2. ADS Architecture with End-to-end Decision Making System.
Including the Multi-Agent Option.
Fig. 4. Original image (left) and segmented image which separates the
road’s lines in left, center and right (right).

A common taxonomy to classify the architectures used
in ADS has two categories: ADS designed as standalone
systems (ego-only systems) and multi-agent system.
Both of these design philosophies are implemented using
the modular approach, like showed in Fig. 1, or a black box
based on connectionist methods, named end to end driving
system, like showed in Fig. 2. In both figures is showed the
option when the ADS is part of a multi-agent system. In all the
possible architectures there are present the two main functions,
described in the next sections, to be performed by any ADS:
the perception of its surroundings and the control of the ADS,
realized by its decision making system.
III. AUTO MINY P ROJECT
We receive an AutoMINY prototype from Freie Universität
Berlin in 2020, and we start our AutoMINY Project, whose
objective is to develop perception and control tools to be
able to drive in an automatic way in both route and urban
environments. In the next sections most of the perception and
control tools that we have developed are briefly presented,
following the Taxonomy proposed in the previous sections.
Our work in this interesting area of Robotics is presented
including some simulation and real time results.
A. Perception System
Perceive the surroundings is a very important task for an
ADC that must be performed to be able to make the correct
decisions. In our case, to convert the AutoMINY platform in
a real ADC, the first step is to develop a Perception System
including the functions described in the next paragraphs.
1) Lane Detection and Modeling: The objective of this
perception task, essential for lateral and longitudinal control
design, is not only to find the lines defining the lanes of

the road but to obtain a model of the lane. Using the on
board camera is possible to detect the road under the vehicle;
however, the typical perspective deformation makes it impossible to make measurements using an absolute scale. For this
reason, after filtering and segmentation of images by means of
classic PDI filters, we start generally, applying an homography
transformation to the camera’s images. Fig. 3 shows the image
(in pixels) of the floor produced by the camera, and the
transformed version without perspective distortion (in meters).
From these images we must obtain steering reference to
controllers based on the information about both the curvature
of the road and deviation from the lane median. Some of the
methods proposed and implemented are the following:
First, the simpler model is to approximate the lines by
a straight segment and by its slope and use it as desired
car’s direction. Second, to approximate the lines by several
straight lines and its slopes. A more sophisticated method is
modelling lines by straight segments or circumference arcs
using the Hough Transform. Here we have two options: i)
To detect the coordinates at the beginning and end of each
segment, calculate the slope of each segment, and associate
a velocity vector at these points; When these vectors are
colineal, the segment is a straight line and no change of
actual steering is needed; if not, the considered segment is
a curve and its radii is calculated from the slopes of the
velocity vectors, while the corresponding steering angle is
obtained from the steering system model. Or ii) To calculate
the radii of the interpolated circumference arcs detected
and take the corresponding steering angle from the steering
system model [3]. In any case, the calculate steering angle
will be the reference (desired car’s direction) to steering
control. Finally, we have used some connectionist methods

(CNN) to get segmented images [4]. With this was possible
separate the road’s lines into three classes: left center and right.

Fig. 6. Image processing to get the car’s position.

Fig. 5. Some of the measurements performed by the lidar.

This is important because in some situations only one or
two of these lines appears in the camera’s visual field, and the
steering angle depends on what line is detected and used as
reference. A segmented image is shown in Fig.4.
2) Measurement of relative position using Lidar: Lidar
produce vectors (ρi , θi ), i = 1, 2, ...360 (it gives one distance
measurement for each degree). We use Lidar to measure
distances to the objects present in its environment and estimate
their size and localization. This key information is used by
Behavior Control Module in maneuvers such as passing slow
vehicles or parking while maintaining safe distances with
respect to other vehicles or obstacles. Fig. 5 shows some Lidar
measurements during a parking maneuver [5]. In this case, the
obstacles detected were modeled as a line (yellow line), and
to align the ego car, the lateral control maintains the vehicle
at a certain distance from the line and with a slope of zero.
3) Ground Truth: To obtain a Ground Truth in absence
of GPS we implemented a Visual GPS based on a RGB
camera, mounted in the ceiling, looking the workspace of
the AutoMINY, whose Homography is calibrated at a plane
mounted on top of the car (green rectangle). First and offline,
the camera was calibrated to get its intrinsic parameters matrix
and distortion coefficients. Also, the entries of the homography
matrix were obtained using the green rectangle whose dimensions are known. Then, the images can be processed on-line
to get a homography without radial and tangential distortions
as shown in Fig. 6. After that, the moments of the green
rectangle were obtained from the segmented image to be able
to calculate its centroid (localization) and its orientation. Fig.
6 shows a diagram of the entire process, while Fig.7 shows the
camera’s original image and the corresponding homography.
4) Traffic signals and objects detection: For this task we
use a CNN with YOLOv3 architecture [6], [7]. The CNN
was designed to detect twenty objects classes: Cars, buses,
bicycles, motorcycles, trains, pedestrians, dogs, cats, horses,
the stop sign, the no parking sign; the traffic lights, and the
limit speed signs of 20, 30, 40, 50, and 100 km/h. To train

Fig. 7. Fish-eye camera image (left) and its Homography (right).

the designed CNN we used a dataset with images collected
by us and some images taken from voc-2012 dataset [8]. The
network’s output is a tensor that contains the objects’ classes,
the size of a box that encloses the object, and its position
in the image. Fig. 8 shows some examples of the network’s
output, obtained with images taken from Google Street View.
B. Decision Making System
The main interest of our work in perception presented before
is to provide information for the DMS. In the next paragraphs
we present the different versions of the DMS Modules that we
have developed recently.
1) Path and trajectory planning: We have interest in the
Path and Trajectory Planning (PTP) Module to finding the
shortest path in road/streets networks, and its corresponding
trajectory on the road, between two given points in an urban
environments, even if it is similar in a dense route net. To solve
the shortest path problem, Dijsktra or A* algorithm are usually
applied, because both of them produce the same results, but
A* has better performance searching in big maps [9]. We have
proposed the following methodology.
The first step in the Path Planning phase will be to identify
all the nodes in the considered urban map (intersections of
street medians) and the weighted and oriented arcs connecting
them. The arc weight correspond to its length and its direction
corresponds to its sense. Secondly, we build the corresponding
graph, characterized by its adjacency matrix, to represent the
topology of considered city streets. Finally, we implement the
Dijsktra search algorithm to find the optimal path (minimum
length) as a sequence of adjacent nodes in the map. The
Trajectory Generation phase of the PTP Module starts with
a decomposition of each node Pk = (xk , yk ) in the Cartesian
coordinates of the eight associated corners pik , i = 0, 1, ...7
(Fig. 9). Next, the path is transformed into a sequence of
straight segments (defined by the coordinates of its extremes),
connected by circumference arcs defined by its radii and its

Fig. 9. A typical urban intersection with its eight associated corners.

Fig. 8. Some results obtained by the CNN designed and trained using the
YOLOv3 Architecture.

direction (left or right), using an original vector methodology.
Fig. 10 shows a typical trajectory obtained by the proposal
method, non yet published [10].
To follow an known route (in autonomous vehicles contests
the route is known) we have developed a system using an
off-line trajectory generator based on a quintic Bézier curves
(Green line in Fig.11) complemented by an on-line Trajectory
corrector for navigation using a set of precalculated trajectories
named tentacles (red lines in Fig.11) chosen by a visual
controller described late, to minimize the tracking errors
introduced by uncertainty o by calibration errors [11].
2) Behavior Control: BC is a very complex task due to uncertainty: it is impossible to predict the temporal evolution of
an environment with moving objects with stochastic behavior.
Moreover, car sensors are only able to perceive a little part
of the current situation because most of the environment is
occluded. For this reason, most of the works in this subject
are limited to a well-defined geofenced area with no many
agents using the road. The overtaking and parking maneuvers
was our first BC project. We defined an control algorithm
producing minimal trajectory based on Lidar information using
maximum steering values that works correctly. A second
project was the use of a neural control acting over Lidar
information specially coded trained with data obtained of the
first algorithm. Nowadays we use both systems [5].
Our second project is a behavior controller that is able
to perform overtake and parking maneuvers, avoid static or
moving obstacles and to react to traffic signals and other kind
of agents on the road (vehicles, bicycles, pedestrian, etc.). The
behavior controller consists of a feed-forward neural network
with seven inputs, five neurons in a hidden layer, and four

Fig. 10. A typical urban trajectory and the obtained result with Stanley
Controller.

outputs. The network was trained to get a unique output with
1 and obtain from the others 0. Each output was labeled as a
driving maneuver that the car has to carry out:
[STOP

LANE_KEEPING

PASSING

PARKING]

On the other hand, the inputs correspond to binary variables
that change their values depending on the sensors’ data; and
they were labeled as:
[prk_sgn
ped

curve

r_light

obj

car

evasion]

These changes their values according to next rules:
• prk_sgn begins in 0 and can be changed by a “passenger” to 1 when the parallel parking is required.
◦
• If eθ ≤ 15 , the variable curve is 0, else is 1.
• If the lidar detects an object at 1.2 m or less, and this
is between 0◦ and 12◦ or between 347◦ and 359◦ ; the
variable obj takes 1, else is 0.
• If the YOLOv3 network detects a car/pedestrian/red light
with a certain of 85%, its box’s area is greater than
4313/5800/2167 px2 and the box’s center is in a region of
interest; the variable car/ped/r_light is 1; otherwise
is 0.
• Finally, the variable evasion begins in 0 but, if car =
1, obj = 1 and curve = 0; then evasion = 1 and
it’ll hold its value until the passing maneuver ends.

Fig. 11. Set of kinematic tentacles visualized in RVIZ.
Fig. 13. Change of ey (in blue) and eθ (in red) while the car is steered by
the optimal controller (up) and the preview controller (down) [12].

With uk = tan(δk ) and h as sampling period. Then, proposing
as performance criteria:
J=

∞
X

XkT QXk + uTk Ruk

(2)

k=1

Fig. 12. Kinematic model for an Ackerman Car.

To build the training data set a truth table was built mapping
all possible inputs with the desired output. So for example,
if evasion = 1, car = 1, and obj = 1, the output will
be PASSING = 1; but if ped = 1 too, then the output will
be STOP = 1. Although building the table is exhaustive
and grows if adding other sensors and driving maneuvers;
it’s an intuitive method to be sure that we’ll get the output
desired. The advantage of using a neural network is that
we won’t program all cases in a big switch-case structure.
3) Lane tracking Control: To model the car, first, we can
define the states: i) the lateral error ey = yref − y1 with yref
the half of width lane and y1 the distance between the right
lane’s right line and the longitudinal axle of the car; and ii)
1
the orientation error eθ = arctan( y2 −y
) with y2 and l as in
l
Fig. 12. So, these states can define the model [12], [13]:
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For X = (ey eθ )T . Holding v constant and using it as a
parameter of the model, is possible to show that (1) is linear,
time invariant and controllable.
To make the lateral control of the car we design some
controllers based on the model (1). Some of them are: (i)
An optimal controller, and (ii) a preview controller; both with
visual feedback [12]. To design the optimal controller, first the
state equation (1) was discretized to obtain:
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And solving the discrete Ricatti equation for Ad and Bd ; we
found the gains K = (Ky , Kθ )T for the law control δk =
arctan(−KXk ).
In a similar form, for the preview controller we can propose
the performance criteria (2) but adding more measurements of
ey and eθ for farther distances ahead of the car [14]:
J=

∞
X

ZkT QZk + uTk Ruk

(3)

k=1

with Z = (X , R)T , and R = (ey1 , eθ1 , . . . , eyn , eθn )T . At the
end we obtain the control law δk = arctan(−KXk − LR),
where L = (ly1 , lθ1 , . . . , lyn , lθn ) are gains of the preview
compensations. Fig 13 shows the lateral error ey and the
orientation error eθ , when the AutoMiny is driven by both
controllers on a simple road. [12].
C. End to End controller
The End-to-end architecture for self-driving cars is based
on the idea of taking the sensors’ data and mapping them
to control signals like speed o steering. In the work, [15],
[16] a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), named Pilotnet,
was trained to take the camera’s images and generate steering
commands. With this was able to drive the autonomous vehicle
Dave to lane-keeping. Although using their network was
possible to drive under different conditions, it doesn’t possible
to carry out other driving maneuvers whit it.
For that reason we proposed a CNN based on Pilotnet to
get the steering and the speed of the car analyzing images and
lidar’s data [17]. Table III-C shows the network’s architecture
in which, the second input is the lidar’s data. In this, they are
processed by convolutional layers and finally, they are concatenated with the images’ data. This network was trained to
carry out lane-keeping, static obstacle evasion, and overtaking
other cars. The training data set was generated driving the car
by an expert pilot and with other visual feedback controllers.
Fig 14 shows the trajectory of the car while overtaking a car.
We can see that at the beginning the CNN (green line) has

Layer
Input
Conv2D
Conv2D
Conv2D
Conv2D
Conv2D
Concatenate
Flatten
Dense
Dense
Dense
Dense
Dense

Output
(66,200,3)
(17,50,24)
(6,17,36)
(3,9,48)
(3,9,64)
(3,9,64)
(3,54,64)
10368
100
50
25
10
2

Image
Filters, kernel,
stride
24,(5,5),4
36,(5,5),3
48,(5,5),2
64,(5,5),1
64,(3,3),1

Output
(20,360,3)
(10,180,16)
(5,90,32)
(3,45,64)
-

Lidar
Filters, kernel,
stride
16,(5,5),2
32,(3,3),2
64,(3,3),2
-

-

similar behavior to the human driver (blue line) but when it
returns, it looks like the visual controller (red line).

Fig. 14. Path of the car when the overtake maneuver is carry out using: the
expert pilot (red), the visual controller (blue) and the CNN proposed (green).

IV. C ONCLUSIONS
The interest in Automated-Driven Cars (ADC) at our Lab
starts when the scale 1:10 prototypes from the Freie Universität Berlin, AutoNOMOS and AutoMINY, were arrived.
The first project developed on this prototype was automated
driving along a road using only visual information. Later,
the lidar information was added to cope with maneuvers
corresponding to obstacle avoidance, passing cars, or parking
(using both classic and neural control techniques). After that,
we improve the traffic signal identification and the detection
of static or moving objects for the behavior controller. Also,
different path and trajectory planning methodologies were implemented. Finally, over the last five years and simultaneously
with all these projects, different kinds of control algorithms
were developed and implemented on the AutoNOMOS and
AutoMINY prototypes.
Actually, our main interest subjects in ADC are Path Planning, Trajectory Generation, Behavior Control, Lane Tracking
Control, and all the Perception Problems associated. The objective is to cope with traffic problems in urban environments
and to drive on routes taking into account signalization and the
other vehicles present on the route, and to tackle the inherent
uncertainty. ADC are complicated robotic systems that operate

in nondeterministic environments, as such, there is a lot of
quantity of scenarios with unsolved issues.
The work reported in this paper corresponds to five-degree
theses (2 Ph.D. thesis + 3 Master thesis) four of them actually
in the course, plus one undergraduate report. Actually, we
have some collaborations with UAS (Path Planning), UPV
(Stochastic Behavior Control), and UAEH (ROS for ADC).
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